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Pay to date
Students vie for dates to
raise money for charity
-SEEA2

PREGNANCY

Dean faces

THIS IS ONE
FORTHE
( ,)

theft, fraud

BOOKS

Awoman walked into the library
Tuesday,said she had been riding a
city bus and was in labor.
She gave birth just inside the library
entrance. Staffers and security
guards helped until
paramedics arrived
and took the
mother and
newborn girl
to Denver
Health
Medical
Center.

charges
Nayfeh released on bond
KARI WILBERG
News Editor

Associate Dean Jamal Nayfeh turned himself
in to authorities Wednesday after the UCF
Police Department
issued a warrant for
his arrest.
Nayfeh
was
booked . into the
Orange
County
Corrections
Departments
at
2:42p.m.
According to the
affidavit for arrest
warrant,
Nayfeh
was charged with
grand theft, false or
misleading state- Jamal Nayfeh turned himself in to
ments or support- police Wednesday. Nayfeh allegedly
ing documents, and spent more than $40,000 on a UCF
fraudulent use of aedit card in December 2008.
credit cards.
Formoreonthe
The
warrant
Dean's case go to:
•
stated that Nayfeh
www.UCFNews.com
used his UCF'credit
card and charged
$40,242 worth of home-theater equipment.
Allen Moore, spokesman for the Orange
County Corrections Department, said Nayfeh
arrived at the jail with his bond already satisfied.
Nayfeh was released at 4:29 p.m. the same
day after documentation was cleared by a court
clerk.
UCF became aware of the charges after an
employee of Nayfeh's noticed several inappropriate charges from Request Communications,
a home theater installation company, the warrant stated
.
Nayfeh provided officials with an invoice
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HERE STHE
MAIL, IT NEVER
1

FAILS
Neither snow nor rain nor...buming
mail truck? Apostal worker rescued
the mail after his delivery truck
caught fire in eastern Pennsylvania.
Investigators say the electrical fire
apparentty started in the dashboard
while the truck was making
deliveries.He got all the mail out
before the truck was engulfed.
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Breaking

news on
your cell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.
ii
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PROFESSOR TO
DISCUSS U.S. POLICY
WITH IRAN ON FEB.2
Professor Amir Ahmadi will be
addressing the Lou Frey Institute
Gathering . He will be discussing
President Barack Obama's policy on
Monday at 1 p.m.'in the Key West
Rooms 21 BAB.

LOCAL & STATE,A2

JUSTICES APPROVE
TWO AMENDMENTS
FOR 2010 BALLOT
The Florida Supreme Court says
two proposals designed to prevent political favoritism in redistricting"'tan go on the 2010 ballot
if sponsors collect enough signatures.

The list of recalled peanut products
linked to a national salmonella
outbreak just keeps growing.
Already more than 400 kinds of
cakes, cookies and other goods
have been pulled off the shelves.

..

Plug into The Machine
ReadourQ&A
with Pink Floyd
tribute band, The
Machine, and how
they"Wish You
Were Here:'

Eagles soar
•
oncemore1n
Orlando
After''The Long Run"these
classic rock stars still have
fans flying to the Amway
Arena Saturday night.

Kaylea Nicholson and
Richie Johnson sign the
graffiti wall at Best
Buddies annual
fundraising event, The
Taste of Friendship. The
event also featured
food vendors, music
and raffles.
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Buddies help disabled students
Staff Writer

Best friends, Amy Homnick
and Melissa Telsey, are devoted and committed to their Best
Buddies.
'"The smallest things make
my buddy happy," Telsey, a
freshman at UCF majoring in
Criminal Justice, said
Telsey and Homnick are
two of 230 Best Buddies club
members at UCF.
Best Buddies is a non-profit organization dedicated to
enhancing the lives of people
with intellectual disabilities. In
order to honor the· national

NAYFEH ON AS

Bargaining
meeting leaves
UFF unsettled
Contributing Writer

R~EMA DESAI/
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

JEN GLANTZ
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PEANUT PLANT
PROBLEM FORCES
NEW RECALL

•
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Formorephotos
of the event:
www.UCFNews.com

Best Buddies month of January, the UCF Chapter put on its
second-annual
Taste
of
Friendship event Thursday in
the Pegasus Ballroom.
"Everything we raise at this
event will go toward putting
on events throughout the year
and allow us to participate in
activities like Relay for Life
and Knight-thon," Hillary
Tropp, a junior elementary
education major, said
The event was geared
toward recruiting new mem-

bers as well as raising awareness of the Best Buddies program to the students ofUCF.
The event showcased different types of food vendors
from around the local community, including Jeremiah's,
Hummus House, TooJays, and
Sweet.
''We came out today to support Best Buddies, a cause we
think is great," Eva Seta, a Jeremiah's employee, said ''We are
giving out free gelati, and it is
so nice to see how sweet all the
students and the members are.
It makes us feel good to be
PLEASE SEE

TASTE ON A6

Despite UCF's steady increase of student
bodies and class sizes, the university is cutting
back on hiring additional instructors, and current faculty have gone more than a year without pay raises.
At this week's
collective
bar- "The administration
gaining meeting,
the UCF Board of has entered into a
Trustees and the pattern of unlawful
United Faculty of activity, providing
Florida
were
unable to come to discretionary
agreement con- increases without
cerning employee and faculty bargaining a contract
salaries for the permitting them."
2007-2010 UCF
collective
bar- JIM GILKESON
CHIEF NEGOTIATOR OF UCF-UFF
gaining contract.
Due to the
state of the economy, recent state university budget cuts play a
role in the BOT's hesitancy to offer periodical
pay raises. Since July 2007, UCF has l?st
almost $40 million in state support, according
to UCF News and Information.
The BOT and UFF have been attempting to
settle on the 2007-2010 Collective Bargaining
agreement since November 2006. As of Fall
2008, UFF represents about 1,400 faculty
members on campus, according to the Collective Bargaining at UCF's Web site.
In November 2008, Provost and Executive
Vice President Terry Hickey stated at a BOT
meeting that the university's budget deficit
continues to grow. The state-mandated budget has been cut by 4 percent, or $10.8 million.
PLEASE SEE
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Professor to discuss U.S. Policy
Professor Amir Ahmadi will be addressing the
Lou Frey Institute Gathering . He will be discussing
President Barack Obama's
policy for US-Iran relations.
The event will take
place on Monday from 1 to
3 p.m. at the Key West Ballroom inside the Student
Union.

Volunteer for painting homes
If you want to help
paint the exterior
of
homes for senior citizens
meet in front of the Student Union no later than 9
a.m. on Saturday.
The project will be
assisting
the
Home
Improvement Departinent
of the Seniors First Organization.
For more information
contact Lauren Trotter at
407-823-6471 or vucf_elderly@mail.ucf.edu.

Catholic Mass this Sunday
Join a Catholic Mass on
Sunday at 6 p.m. in the Student Union in room 316.
The mass will take place
until about 8 p.m.
For more information
visit the Catholic Campus
Ministry's Web site at
www.CCMlmights.com or
contact Patti MacKown at
pmackown@mail.ucf.edu

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Justices OK Fla. redistricting
amendments for 2010 balfot
TALLAHASSEE
The Florida Supreme
Court says two proposals
designed to prevent political favoritism in redistricting can go on the 2010
ballot if sponsors collect
enough signatures.
The justices rejected
arguments Thursday by
the
Republican-controlled Legislature that
titles of both measures
are misleading and violate a requirement limiting citizen initiatives to a
single subject.
One of the proposed
state
constitutional
amendments would set
standards for Congressional redistricting and
the redrawing of legislative ~stricts.
The high court also
ordered state economists
to revise a flnancial statement saying the amendments will cost "millions
of dollars." The justices
called that forecast "misleading."

•

•
•
•
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Students offered up to raise money for Knight-Thon
JESSICA CROY
Contributing Writer

Keal Blache stood on a
small stage in the packed
Tailgaters restaurant while
the auctioneer tried to coax
dollars from the crowd. The
bidding on a date with Blache
to TooJay's Deli and a movie
had stalled at $40.
Then Blache took off his
shirt. He tossed it into the
crowd, and the tall president
of the Sigma Pi fraternity,
now down to a gray tank top,
grinned and flexed a bicep.
Less than a minute later,
Blache hopped off the stage
with a date and $100 for the
Children's Miracle Network.
Knight-Thon held its
annual date auction Tuesday
night as part of the organization's year-long effort to raise
money for the charity.
Students
representing
many of the 32 teams registered with Knight-Thon were
paired with date packages
donated for the auction. Bidders competed for the dates,
which included tickets to the
movies, Universal Studios
and Islands of Adventure,
and a helicopter tour.
The students who represented their team and the
date up for bid are not obligated to go on the date, said
Knight-Thon Student Director Mike Kilbride, though
some did choose to offer
their company along with the
date package.
More than 350 people
filled Tailgaters, the barbecue restaurant and bar near
the Venue. Sophomore James
Jarman was the DJ and auctioneer for the event.
Jarman, a business management major who also
works with Knightcast, said
the crowd was engaged and
seemed "a lot more busy"
than other events he has
worked at.
The participants tried to
entice the bidders with prewritten descriptions of what
their date packages might
offer. Some looked a little
bashful standing at the center
of attention, while others
reveled in the spirited bidding wars.
Blache, a sophomore
.finance major, said he was a
little nervous in front of such
a large crowd, but was happy
to ham it up to raise money
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part or In whole wit hoot permission from the publisher.
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The members of Knight-Thon held their annual date auction on Tuesday night at
Tailgat~rs. Throughout the night several dates with members of Knight-Thon were
auctioned otf ta raise money for the Greater Orlando Children's Mirade Network.

for charity.
"It was a little nerve
wracking, but it's for a really
good cause," he said. "That's
not really like me to go out
there and fl.ex my muscles in
front of the crowd, but it's
definitely for a really good
reason."
Even SGA Vice President
Brandon Delanois got in on
the action, earning one of the
highest bids of the night with
$152 for tickets to an Orlando
Magic game.
All the money raised during the date auction goes to
the Children's Miracle Network.

Despite the' economic
downturn and tight budgets,
students have been more
generous than ever. Kilbride
said he had expected the
fundraising effort to be hurt
by the recession, but so far,
Knight-Thon has surpassed
all its previous benchmarks.
The date auction raised
$2,067, exceeding last year's
total by more than $1,000,
Kilbride said.
"I thought this year would
have been more of a struggle,
but so far all things have been
going well and we haven't
seen the economy's impact
on our fundraising," he said.
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Qualified Florida students are
passing up Pell grants

Fax: 407-447-4556
Published by Knight Newspapers

TALLAHASSEE - A
new study shows qualified Florida students are
passing up millions of
dollars in federal Pell
grants because they
haven't bothered to apply
for them.
The report will be presented Thursday to a
committee of the Board of
Governors, which oversees Florida's 11 state universities.
In 2005, an estimated
22,000 needy students left
$24 million in Pell grant
money untapped, according to the board's staff
analysis. Students from
families with incomes
below $40,000 a year are
eligible.
Board officials say they
are looking for ways to
help students apply. They
also want to encourage
high school counselors to
spread the word about the

11825 High Tech Ave. Ste. 100
Orlando, FL32817
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In the Jan. 28 issue ofthe
Future, the caption for a
photograph on Page A7
incorrectly attributed the
photograph.
The photograph was
~m The Associated Press.
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TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Rain showers in the mornSHOWERS
High:56°
Low:37°

ing becoming more intermittent
in the afternoon. Winds NNW at
10to20 mph.
Tonight: Partly cloudy skies.
Winds NW at 10 to 20 mph.

C

Saturday

High:61°

SUNNY

Low:39°

Sunday

High:680

MOSTLY CLOUDY

Low:54°

The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus column. send a fax to
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
editor@centralfloridafuture.c
om. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday
for the Monday edition. 5 p.m.
Monday for the Wednesday
edition, and 5 p.m. Wednesday
for the Friday edition.
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Four-star general speaks on·Middle East
MANUEL CINTRON

--------

Contributing Writer

1would like
the students to
gain an
appreciation
for strategic
challenges in
the Middle
East."

"How are we going to
save the world?" General
John Abizaid, former commander of the United
States Central Command,
asked honor students of
the Middle Eastern studies
program and Midcile Eastern
Politics
course
Wednesday.
The retired four-star
general came to share his
opinion on what the four
major issues this - and
following - administrations must face in the Middle East to prevent a global
conflict.
Abizaid said he commanded 350,000 Americans, over 250,000 of
which were military personnel. His jurisdiction
encompassed the regions
from the Hom of Africa to
the Ar.\bian Peninsula and
both South and Central
Asia, 27 nations total.
Drawing from his 34
years of military experience, Abizaid discussed
what he saw as the four
most-influential tipping
points in the years to come:
the rise of Sunni-Islamic
Extremism; the rise of Shiite-Islamic Extremism; the
on-going Arab-Israeli Conflict; and the global economy's dependency on Middle Eastern nations.
In addition to what
Abizaid said the major four
issues for future Middle
Eastern policy were, the
topic of restructuring of
the global economy was
also raised. Not only were
the students considering
the impact this would have
on the United States and
other developed nations,
but also how changes like a
shift from oil dependency
would affect nations that
export those products.
Abizaid said that in
addition to key fighting
personnel,
specialized
groups called Provincial
Reconstruction Teams are

----....,--,-._

'
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-

Gen. John Abizaid, a former top
U.S. commander in the Middle
East, testifies on Capitol Hill in
November. Abizaid visited UCF
Wednesday to speak with
students about issues affecting
the Middle East.
ASSOCIATED PRESS

GEN.JOHN ABIZAID
FORMER COMMANDER
OF THE UNITED STATES
CENTRAL COMMAND

deployed to oversee massive rebuilding efforts in
the affected Middle Eastern countries.
These PRTs, consisting
roughly of 80 individuals
each, are representatives
from different government
organizations like the CIA,
the Department of Agriculture, and the Red Cross.
These teams are structured so that every aspect
of a reconstruction will be
represented accordingly.
"Given their resources,
I think the military has
done a very good job in the
Middle East," Sophomore
Brandon Mitchell . said
about
the
military's
actions. "Their policy, on
the other hand, could have
been better guided"
Mitchell, a political science major, attended the
discussion because of his
intentions to pursue a
career in investigative journalism or a position in the
Intelligence Committee.
'We have one of the
most knowledgeable and
prominent observers from
the situation in Iraq here,"
Mitchell said. 'We may
learn some lessons for the
future."
Abizaid said this was
the sort of reaction he
expected "I would like the
students to gain an appreciation for strategic challenges in the Middle East,"

Abizaid said
Not every attendant
was satisfied with the discussion.
"I felt that policy was
not discussed enough and
that more attention should
have been given to other
issues, like Palestine,"
Heidi Nadjafi, CEO ofAPG
Health Care, said. Additionally, she described the
military's actions in ·the
Middle East as "disastrous"
and that better leadership
was necessary.
In summation ofhis lecture, Abizaid focused on
the importance of helping
these nations support
themselves as well as limiting hostile force as much as
possible.
"Going to war with a
country like Iran [for
example] would only
strengthen the foundation
of the extremist governments in those nations,"
Abizaid said
He said policies like
these are necessary in
curbing the feelings of desperation that further fuel
the fighting forces of the
extremist ideals.
"Desperation drives
extremism," Abizaid said

LONELY?

Find a roommate, make a friend
Place an ad in the

C!Central 3f=lodba 3f=utui-e
Classifieds

407-447-4555

classifieds
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FEBRUARY 6 AT 8PM

TICKETS ON SALE NOW

t

Tickets available by calling
the Hard Rock Uve Box
Office at (407) 351 ·LIVE
Artist & Showtlmes Subject to Change
No cameras, No Backpacks, No Videos
HARDROCKLIVE.COM
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federal grants.
The board is meeting
at Florida A&M University.

25 percent of doctors leave
Fla. privatization plan
MIAMI - A Medicaid
privatization
program
former Gov. Jeb Bush
touted as a national
model for improving
patient
care
while
decreasing government
costs is floundering as
nearly a quarter of the
participating
doctors
have quit citing the inability to treat patients as
they see fit.
Patients complain they
are struggling to get doctor's. appointments and
medications under the 2year-old
Medicaid
Reform pilot because of
bureacracy.
-
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HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Education chief: Schools are
crucial to economic .recovery

•

•
•

•

WASHINGTON
Education Secretary Arne
Duncan said the economy
won't improve without the
billions of dollars for
schools
in
President
Barack Obama's recovery
plan.
"Ifwe want to stimulate
the economy, we need a
better-educated
workforce," Duncan said Thursday in an interview with
The Associated Press.
"That's the only way,
long-term, we're going to
get out of this economic
crisis," he said
The stimulus plan is
picking up criticism as it
moves through Congress.
Republicans complain that
not all the money will create jobs immediately.
Democrats admit it's true,
but they say the economy
needs long-term help, too.
"It's a historic chance to
make things dramatically
better," said Duncan, who
was CEO of Chicago public
schools
until
Obama
picked him to serve in the
Cabinet.
The education secretary said the stimulus
measure, and its approximately $140 billion for
schools, will help in three
ways. In the near term. it
will spend money to build
and renovate classrooms,
and it will keep hundreds
of thousands of teachers
from being laid off: he said
The package also includes
money for long-term
reforms.
The Obama administration is seeking to boost
spending by nearly $500
million on reform-minded
programs that fund teacher
bonuses tied to student
performance, and pay for
charter school facilities and
state data systems.
-
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Whose c•ty - whose "holy c•ty" - •s •t1
·
, ·
·
s· D w in 1967 that the city of Jerusalem,
It's been over forty years since Israels victory m the ix- a~ dar d I er rule But there is still
which had been divided for nineteen years, has been reuniJe
e;h sr~; or at the very least its
much talk that the "Middle Eas~ pro~lem" cannot b~. solve Muni~ Ar:~~- In fact, this claim for

r

Man posing as deputy strikes
again in Escambia Co.
PENSACOLA
A
man posing as a sheriff's
deputy has surfaced again
in the Florida Panhandle,
and this time is suspected
in a sexual assault.
The Escambia County
Sheriff's Office said a
woman was sexually
assaulted Tuesday night
-near Interstate no in
north Florida.
It was the third time in
two weeks that a man has
impersonated an officer
in Escambia County.
On Jan. 20, a man
impersonating an officer
pulled over a 17-year-old
girl,
who
escaped
unharmed. Authorities
believe that case is linked
to Tuesday's incident.
On Saturday, a University of West Florida student
told
university
police that a man pulled
up behind her car and
turned on flashing blue
lights. It is unclear if that
case is connected with
the others.

You deserve a factual look at ...

0

~::~::7e~:~~g~:h:~e:~;~~~et~r::;.¥~~~e ;;~;r~~fu::s, ~;~se_desce_ndan~ havee~aa~sulously
swollen to 5 million, are posited as "non-negotiable demands m discussions wi th th
·
and has put the area in and around the two
mosques entirely under Muslim control. But how
A city of many nationalities. Before the end o~
would
Christians feel if, instead of from the
the 1967 Six-Day War, during which the Israeli
Temple Mount, Muslim tradition had Mohammed
Defense Forces re-conquered Jerusalem from the
ascend from the Church of the Holy .Sepulchre
Jordanians, claims to Jerusalem being a Muslim
and if the Muslim Arabs were to claim that site as
holy city were rarely, if ever, asserted. Jeru_s~lem
their property? The Christian world, often ready
had always been a city in which many rel1g1ons
to consent to Muslim claims against Jews and
and
after nationalities
the old citylived
was side by side. It was only
Israelis, would be
greatly astonished and
back in Jewish hands "Jerusalem has been the center of Jewish life,
would certainly resist
that the Muslim Arabs of Jewish yearning and of Jewish thinking for such
claim.
But
declared their desire to over 3,000 years. That is the reason tha~ the Muslim
Arab
State of Israel has rededicated the Jewish
wage "jihad" (holy war)
assertiveness doesn't
to bring the city back
holy city to be its indivisible capital."
end there. On the
into Arab possession.
tenuous claim of their
The notion to call
right to the Temple Mount, they have construed a
Jerusalem an Islamic holy city has only come
claim to the entire city of Jerusalem (or at the
about in modern times, especially after the Arabs
very
least to its eastern part), which they have
lost the city to Israel in the Six-Day War. It now
declared to be their "third holiest city." And, it
has gained currency by · dint o_f c~nstant
would be an insult to all Muslims and all Arabs to
repetition. The basis for the claim 1_s that
leave the city in the hands of the "infidel Jews."
Jerusalem does indeed contain an Islamic holy
Jerusalem: Never an Arab capital. But the city
site, namely the Temple Mount (sacred to both
of
Jerusalem - in contrast to Baghdad, Cairo, and
Muslims and Jews) with its two mosques, El Aksa
Damascus - has never played any major role in
and the Dome of the Rock. It is the place from
the political and religious lives of the Muslim
which Mohammed, who had never set foot in the
Arabs.
It was never a political center, never a
city, is believed to have ascended to h~a~en. But
national or even a provincial or sub-provincial
aware that it was the holy city of Chnst1ans and
capital of any country, since Biblical times. It_was
Jews and wishing to convert them to his new
the site of one Muslim holy place, but otherwise a
religion, he commanded his followers to buil~ a
backwater to the Arabs. The passion for
mosque in Jerusalem. But never in Mush?1
Jerusalem
was not discovered by the Muslim
history did this mosque or this city compare m
Arabs until most recent history.
si_gnificance to the holy cities of f:1~cca and
At the center of Jewish life. But Jerusalem has
Medina - cities that no "infidel" may v1s1t.
stood at the center of the Jewish people's national
A tenuous Muslim claim. It is on the basis of
life since King David made it his capital in 1003
this religious tradition that the Muslims
BCE.
After the return from Babylonian exile,
designated the entire Jewish Temple Mount_to ?e
Jerusalem again served as the capital of the
their holy site. The Israeli government, m its
Jewish people for the next five-and-a-half
constant spirit of accommodation to Muslim
centuries.
sensibilities, has largely acceded to this tradition

What are the fac1:s1
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Georgia Commissioner of Agriwlture Tommy Irvin (above) is urging federal prosecutors
to investigate a peanut processing plant linked to a national salmonella outbreak.

Plant problem forces recall
after national peanut scare

Iraq bars Blackwater,
tarnished by civilian deaths

WASHINGTON
The list of recalled peanut
products linked to a
national salmonella outbreak just keeps growing.
Already more than
400 kinds of cakes, cookies and other goods have
been pulled off the
shelves in one of the
largest product recalls.
At the center of the
investigation is a Georgia
peanut processing plant
where federal inspectors
reported tmding ro:;tches,
mold, a leaking roof and
other sanitary problems.
Managers at the Blakely, Ga., plant owned by
Peanut Corp. of America
continued
shipping
peanut products even
after they were found to
contain salmonella
Peanut Corp. expanded its recall Wednesday to
all peanut products produced at the plant since
Jan. 1, 2007. The company
is relatively small, but its
peanut paste is an ingredient in hundreds of food
products, from ice cream,
to Asian-style sauces, to
dog biscuits.
A senior lawmaker in
Congress and Georgia's
agriculture commissioner
called for a criminal
investigation of the company, but the Food and
Drug Administration said
such a step is premature
while its own food safety
investigation continues.
More than 500 people
have gotten sick in the
outbreak and at least
eight may have died as a
result of salmonella infection. The plant has
stopped all production.
-"We feel very confident that it's one of the
largest recalls we've had,"
said Stephen Sundlof,
head 6f the FDA's food
safety center. 'We're still
in the process of identifying products, but it certainly is among the
largest:'

BAGHDAD Iraq
said Thursday it will bar
Blackwater Worldwide
from providing security
protection for U.S. diplomats because its contractors used excessive force,
sanctioning a company
whose image was irrevocably tarnished by the
2007 killings of 17 Iraqi
civilians.
The move will deprive
American diplomats of
their main protection
force in Iraq.
The decision not to
issue Blackwater an operating license was due to
"improper conduct and
excessive use of force,"
said Iraqi Interior Ministry
spokesman Maj. Gen.
Abdul-Karim Khala£
Iraqis are bitter over
the
September 2007
killing of 17 Iraqi civilians
in Baghdad's Nisoor
Square. Five former Blackwater guards pleaded not
guilty Jan. 6 in federal
court in Washington to
manslaughter and gun
charges in that shooting. A
sixth is cooperating with
the government.
The Iraqi govermnent
has labeled the guards
"criminals" and is closely
watching the case.
But even before the
shooting, Blackwater had a
reputation for aggressive
operations and using
excessive force in protecting American officials, an
allegation the company
has disputed
Neither Khalaf nor a
U.S. Embassy official gave
a date for Blackwater personnel to leave the country and neither said
whether they would be
allowed
to
continue
guarding U.S. diplomats
during the interim.

Federal investigation has a
LA Cardinal 'mystified'
LOS ANGELES
Cardinal Roger M. Mahony said Thursday he was
"mystified and puzzled"
by a federal grand jury
investigation into the
handling of alleged clergy
child molestation cases
by the Roman Catholic
Archdiocese
of Los
Angeles.
Mahony told KNX
radio that he would gladly testify before a grand
jury, but that he believed
investigators were looking into issues that have
been thoroughly dealt
with.
"Well, basically we
were mystified and puzzled by the whole thing,"
Mahony said. "We have
been through these investigations for years now."
Mahony
said
22
priests were named in a
federal subpoena of documents from the archdiocese but none were still
in the priesthood. "Two are dead, the
other 20 have returned to
the lay state and are long
gone," Mahony said.
On its Web site
Wednesday, the Los
Angeles Times quoted
two anonymous law
enforcement sources as
saying Mahony is among
those being investigated
by the grand jury to
determine if he failed to
keep children safe from
predatory priests.
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Jews are not the usurpers in Jerusalem. They have been Jiving there since the Biblical era an~ ha~e
been the majority population since the 19th century. Jews have sy~~gogues and o~her holy sites 1~
most cities of the world. But do they claim sovereignty over those c1t1es_because of ~t? Of course not.
It would be preposterous and people wouldn't accept it. And the Muslim Arab claim to Jerusalem,
based on the mosques on the Temple Mount, is just as untenable. Jerusalem h?s been the center of
Jewish life of Jewish yearning and of Jewish thinking for over 3,000 years. That 1s the reason that the
State of Is;ael has rededicated the Jewish holy city to be its indivisible capital.
This message has been published and paid for by

FA.AME

Facts and Logic About the Middle East
PO. Box 590359 • San Francisco, CA 94159

Gerardo Joffe, President

FLAME is a tax-exempt, non-profit educational 501 (c)(3)
organization. !ls purpose is the research and publication or the facts
regarding developments in the Middle East an~ exposing false
propaganda thal might hann the interests of the Uniled States and its
allies in that area of the world. Your tax-deductible contributions are
welcome. They enable us to pursue these goals and to publish these
messages in national newspapers and magazines. We have virtually
no overhead. Almost all of our revenue pays for our educational work,
for lhese clarifying messages, and for related direct mail.
7E

To receive free FLAME updates, visit our website: www.factsandlogic.org

Hamas officials signal their
willingness to negotiate
GAZA CITY, Gaza
Strip ~ Senior officials in
the Islamic group Hamas
are indicating a willingness to negotiate a longterm truce with Israel as
long as the borders of
Gaza are opened to the
rest of the world
"We want to be part of
the international commu-:
nity;• Hamas leader Ghazi
Hamad told The Associated Press at the Gaza-Egypt
border, where he was
coordinating Arab aid
shipments. ''I think Hamas
has no ,interest now to
increase the number of
crises in Gaza or to challenge the world"
Hamas is trying hard to
flex its muscles in the
aftermath of Israel's punishing onslaught in the
Gaza Strip, doling out
cash, vowing revenge and
declaring victory over
Zionist aggression. But AP
interviews with Hamad
and two other Hamas
leaders in the war-ravaged
territory they rule suggest
some of that might be
more bluster than reality
- and the group may be
ready for some serious
deal making.
That raises the question of- whether Hamas,
which receives much of its
funding and weapons
from Tehran, can be
coaxed out of Iran's orbit.
That question looks less
preposterous than it did
before President Barack
Obama began extending
olive branches to the Muslim world and Israel's
Gaza offensive reshuflled
Mideast politics.
-
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Increases force students .to change living
JANELLE KUEHNERT &
JESSICA GILLESPIE
Contributing Writers

Students are scared
that increases in tuition
and room and board next
school year may drive
them off campus in search
of cheaper living quarters.
Fee hikes add up to
nearly $1,000 more for instate undergraduates liv' • ,, ing on campus taking a 30credit load for/the 2009-10
school year; however, the
price hikes affect more
than just on-campus residents: Tuition and fees
make up almost $600 of
total
• that"With
a new increase,
it would be hard since the
economy went the oppo•
site way," Madeline Viera,
a business major, said. ''.A

•

•

•

•

housing increase would
affect me the most, and I .
would probably have to
get a new job, which is
hard in Orlando."
Jeff Malczyk. a history
major, lives in the Towers.
With a new increase in
housing, he said he will not
be able to live on campus.
Grant Heston, assistant
vice president of UCF
News and Information,
said $44.5 million have
been taken out of UCF
funds since July 2007.
'We expect to see
more cuts by this July, and
these new budget cuts will
offset those reductions,"
Heston said
Heston said in an email that Gov. Charlie
Crist has proposed to
allow state universities to
increase tuition as long as

the increases combined
with state-wide tuition
increases is less than 15
percent a year. Currently
Florida has the lowest
tuition rate in the country,
and the measure would
bring the rate closer to the
national average.
'With this increase, it
would take seven years or
more to reach the national
average," he said
The estimated cost for
books and food would also
increase, according to a
cost-of-living
estimate
made by the university.
Average food costs are
estimated to go up $223,
while book costs are estimated to increase $46,
Heston said1
Even though food and
book
prices
have
increased from last year,

the housing increase causes
the biggest concern. The
average cost of housing
increased $190 from last yeat,
and the total average housing cost for the 2009-10
school year is expected to be
$4,940, Heston said
Jackie Nixon, a molecular
biology and microbiology
major, lives on campus. She
lives close her home and
would have to commute if
housing prices increase.
"The thing is, students'

parents have lost jobs, and
that's not going to help with
the way the economy is
goµig," Nixon said. "With
new tuition increases, there
would be fewer applicants to
UCF and more students
would have to transfer to
community colleges:'
The total tuition and fees,
which will increase $570,
include financial aid, activity
and service, athletic, transportation access, and health
fees, all adding up to the

expected $4,520 tuition cost
for the 2009-10 school year.
Frank Cox, a math education major, said even Florida
Prepaid and Bright Futures
are not enough to cover
expenses.
"Housing is already
expensive as it is, and my
scholarships would not
cover the increase in tuition,"
Cox said ''My parents live in
Tallahassee, so I can't commute, and I would probably
have to move home."

Nayfeh on suspended leave
FROM

Al

that did not originate from
R~quest
Communications, the warrant stated.
The invoice listed several
. items that the owner of
Request Communications
said were never part of the
original invoice.
Nayfeh has been put on
suspension, which is a

paid administrative leave,
Heston said
"He has the opportunity to come in and talk and
present his side of what
happened, and then we
will go on from there
about how best to proceed," said Grant Heston,
assistant vice president
for UCF News and Information.

Heston also added that
the university is conducting an audit of the department of engineering to
take a ·1ook at everything
to make sure things are
proceeding as they should
be.
"We don't want to let'
the alleged actions of one
person reflect on an entire
college," Heston said.
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Graduates from the University of Tampa's MBA and MS business
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Taste of Friendship event raises awareness
FROM

Al

here."
Tropp, who has been in
Best Buddies for two
years, works closely with
her buddy Almando Martinez, who is part of the
intellectual disabilities
program at UCF.
"I have gone to his
house to make him breakfast and take him to the
computer store, which he
loves to go to," 'Tropp said
'Working with Best Buddies is a rewarding experience that ha,s taught me
things I never knew about
before."
Tropp said Martinez
has played a key role in her
life and has taught her a lot
about music, something
Martinez is passionate
about.
"I love her because I
know she will always be
around," Martinez said
'We always have fun and
she is a great buddy. I can
count on her."
The event also featured
rafiles, music, and a graffiti wall.
The club offers two
types ofmemberships that
students can get involved
with. A college buddy
member is a student who
is matched one-to-one
with a buddy and is
responsible for fundraising and maintaining a best
buddy's friendship. For
students with less time, an

BEST BUDDIES

•

Best Buddies is a nonprofit
organization dedicated to
enhancing the lives of people
with intellectual disabilities by
providing opportunities for
one-to-one friendships and
integrated employment.
Founded in 1989 by Anthony
Kennedy Shriver, Best Buddies
is a vibrant, international
organization that has grown
from one original chapter to
more than 1,400 middle
school,high school,and college
campuses across the country
and internationally.

associate
membership
allows you to be active
with the exception of the
one-to-one friendship.
"I am a college buddy
member, and that allows
me to be paired with my
one-to-one
buddy
Ebonei," Homnick said "I
bring her to lunch and also
to my sorority house to
hangout."
Kelly Pahl, Best Buddies membership coordinator, said anyone who
wants to be a buddy can
join the club.
"The big thing you
need to know is how to be
a friend and also how to
promote tolerance," Pahl
said. "Every time I see a
buddy, they just want to
give you a hug, and that is
rewarding."

•
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Kelly Dahl and Jackie Hummel work at a table at The Taste of Friendship. College students help people with intellectual disabilities in the Best Buddies program.

Budget cuts still a
fear, Hickey said
FROM

Al

In addition. the university is holding an extra 2
percent of the budget in
reserve for potential
future budget cuts.
However,
Hickey
announced in an online
provost's update that the
university should prepare for budget reductions that could be much
greater than the 2 percent being withheld.
Hickey stated online
in a provost's update:
"Filling new or vacant
positions must be carefully considered since
doing so reduces flexibility in dealing with
future
budget
cuts.
Without such flexibility,
and in the face of more
budget cuts, layoffs may
be impossible to avoid."
The articles in the
collective
bargaining
contract have to be tentatively agreed upon and
voted upon for ratification in order to become
effective.
Article 23,
Salaries, is renegotiated
every year.
The Salaries article has
negotiable promises of
incentives for teachers
who do their jobs well.
Bonuses based on teacher
evaluations, teacher Excellence Awards, the UCFTeaching Incentive Program, the UCF Research
Incentive Award program
and the Scholarship of
Teaching and Learning
program are some of the
financial incentives that
the university typically
awards annually.
According to the
UCF-UFF Web site, if
the contract isn't settled
and the administration
proceeds without bar-

gaining, the UFF will file
an unfair labor practice
with the Public Employee Relations Commission.
If the PERC
decides that the university is in violation with
the law, award winners
will have to return their
Excellence
bonus
awards and TIP, RIA,
and SoTL salary increases. that they receive for
the 2008-2009 school
year.
"The administration
has entered into a pattern of unlawful activity,
providing discretionary
increases without bargaining a contract permitting them and now
moving forward with
excellence awards and
TIP, RIA, and SoTL
without
bargaining
them," Jim Gilkeson,
chief negotiator of UCFUFF, wrote on the UCFUFF Web ·site. "In brief,
they are breaking the
law and UFF will take
appropriate action."
Among other articles
negotiated at Monday's
collective
bargaining
meeting were topics
concerning employee
performance
evaluations, disciplinary action
and job abandonment
and other employee
rights.
Zenaida Gonzalez of
UCF News and Information said that the two
groups seem to be closest to agreeing upon
Article
21,
Other
Employee Rights. Under
this agreement, teachers
may be required to share
an office space in some
circumstances in order
to ensure access to a
telephone,
computer
and Internet.
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UCF 70

I SMU 4S

Homestand
capped by
strong win ·~
against
Mustangs
RYAN BASS
Staff Writer

ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF forward Kenrick Zondervan dunks for 2 of
his 6 points during the victory against SMU.

lniury update:

He'has missed 15
games this season
due to a knee injury.

Season stats:
He is averaging 2.2
points and 3.6
rebounds per game.

High-flying
Diakite getting
closer to return
RYAN BASS

•

Staff Writer

Daye Diakite, who suffered a
knee injury earlier in the season.
was dressed for the game against
SMU and warmed up, but is still
not game-ready. according to UCF
head coach Kirk Speraw.
Speraw said that Diakite ''has a
ways to go" but that he was getting
reps in practice.
"He practiced a little bit in the
last two days,'' Speraw said. "I just
wanted to get him out there in
warm ups and start to get him to
feel more a part of things. He is
not ready at all."

D

Formorephotos
ofthegame:
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Tony Davis, 2, and Jermaine Taylor make sure a dunk finds its way home during UCF's win against SMU on Wednesday.

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT
COLT4S
The 45 points scored by the Mustangs were the fewest
allowed by a the Knights,and the fourth-fewest
allowed by UCF since its move to Division I in 1984.
UNBLEMISHED
UCF is 6--0 when scoring at least 70 points this season.

CRASHING THE GLASS
The Knights set a season-high with 46 rebounds against
atall SMU team.Their previous season-high was 44.
PLAYINGFORTHEFULL40
The Knights won the three games on their homestand
by an average of18.3 points per contest.

www.UCFNews.com

The goal was simple for
the UCF Men's Basketball
team: win all three games
on its current homestand.
Wednesday night against
SMU, the Knights accomplished just that.
UCF (14-6 overall, 4-2 in
Conference USA) defeated
the Mustangs (6-12 overall,
1-5 in C-USA) 70-45 behind
stifling defense and timely
scoring to capture its fourth
consecutive victory. With
the win, UCF improved to
11-1 at the UCF Arena.
''We needed to take
them one at a time. and rm
very proud of our guys that
they did that,'' UCF head
coach Kirk Speraw said of
the games against Southern
Miss, Marshall and SMU.
"They didn't look ahead or
down the road, they took
on the challenge of this
mini-season and did them
one at a time. I thought we;
had three pretty sound and
solid efforts in a row."
Of all the games on the
homestand, the game
against SMU was the most
complete victory. Jermaine
Taylor totaled 22 points on
9-of-19 shooting, and AJ.
Tyler came off the bench to
record a double-double
with 10 points and 11
rebounds. The Knights
held SMU to 29.8 percent
shooting for the game and a
total of 45 points, the smallest total for any UCF opponent this season.
It didn't take long for the
Knights to get started. UCF
raced out to a 17-2 lead in
the first 7 minutes of the
game and set the tone early.
''I thought we set a good
tone defensively in the first
5 minutes of the game,"
Speraw said. 'We had some
breakdowns after that and
they missed some shots
that were open. but early in
PLEASE SEE

ROMPZA ON AS

Men's tennis

. Late Thursday

Knights say let's play two
Doubleheader
on Saturday
PADRICK BREWER
Sports Editor

•
•
•

•
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UCF sophomore forward Emma Cannon drives against East Carolina late Thursday.
The Knights led 49-42 with 13:09 remaining. For a full recap, go to UCFNews.com.

Head coach Bobby
Cashman said the UCF
Men's Tennis team has no
easy days.
The Knights started
their season with a close
loss to No.13 Tulsa and then
followed that with a 6-1 victory against Florida Gulf
Coast at the UCF Tennis
Complex.
Now UCF is preparing
for something it hasn't seen
in its spring regular season
since March 28, 2007: A
doubleheader.
The Knights will take on
North Florida at 9 a.m. Saturday and then take on
Bethune-Cookman at 2
p.m.
"This weekend is a big
weekend," Cashman said.

ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF junior Johan Beigart is looking to rebound from his last match, a three-set
loss to Florida Gulf Coast University's Thibaud Aime on Saturday in Orlando.

G

For more photos
of Men~ tennis:
www.UCFNews.com

''We'll see where the guys
are physically; that's why I
did it. UNFs good, and then
we haye Bethune-Cookman right after:."
But even though the
Knights will be playing

through the day, Cashman
said conditioning should
not be a problem.
''We have prepared a lot
during the last couple years
with the 6 a.m. workouts,"
Cashman said, "so the guys
are physically ready. It's a
challenge. but it's a good
PLEASE SEE
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Tough road matches up next
,,

.

FROM A7

· challenge, because at the end
in April when we host here
we'll be ready, and one match
will feel like it's nothing."
UCF will host the Confer-:- ence USA Championship in
the middle of April.
• As part of Wednesdays
practice, Cashman had the
.Knights do some extended
work in the sand volleyball
courts next to the tennis
courts.
Some of the .Knights
struggled during the latter
part of the workout, and
Cashman said some members of the team are working
their way back toward full fitness.
.
He said sophomore Claudio Romano was recovering
from a back injury and that
junior Marc Rocafort's shoulder was not 100 percent.
''We're still not healthy
yet, but were getting a little
bit better," Cashman said
Getting healthy will go a
long way in the first match of
the doubleheader.
The
North
Florida
, Ospreys started their season
with two consecutive victories.
UNF was scheduled to
play South Carolina State
Thursday, but inclement
weather forced the start of
the match back to 6:30 p.m.,
and results were not available at press time.
Bethune-Cookman is on
the .other end of the spectrum. as the Wildcats will
bring their 0-2 record to
Orlando.
Cashman said the key for
the Knights increasing their
stature is to grab some quali-

..,,

I

Rompza, Tyler stand out
FROM A7

ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF senior Tarek Ben Soltane returns a serve against Florida Gulf Coast
University's Brenton Bacon on Saturday. Soltane won in straight sets.

ty victories.
road slate that includes
''What we need to work
Florida. Clemson, Samfor is beat, obviously, a
ford and Auburn. "We
ranked team. top 30 in the
need to feel good about
country, the top 25," Cashourselves, number one,
man said "To get our nationand see where we are
al ranking back up to the top
both physically and
75 and beyond We take one
mentally."
match a time:'
Florida and Clemson
The doubleheader ends a
have a combined record
three-match homestand for
of 3-1, and Samford and
UCF.
Auburn have not started
Cashman said victories
their dual-match season.
Saturday would be big con"I want to see how
sidering the opponents that
we do when we have
are up next on the Knights' . everyone in the lineup
schedule.
and see how our dou"We are going to have
bles are when we're
some tough customers to
playing with the normal
deal with," Cashman said of a
partners,"
Cashman
said. "That will tell us
where we're at."
The doubleheader
will be the last time the
Knights compete at the
UCF Tennis Complex
until Feb. 21, when they
take on LouisianaLafayette.
Cashman said the
team is still improving,
but he is optimistic that
this weekend will showcase the growth of the
Knights.
''We're not there yet,"
Cashman said. "I don't
think any team is there
yet that is playing. But
we're slowly moving
toward that final goal:'

the game, we set a very
good tone." ·
Taylor had his hand in a
more than a few plays in
that opening run. He shot
5-of-6 and scored 13 points,
including 9 from behind
the 3-point line to spark
the Knights.
"I was feeling it, so
when I'm feeling it, I'm
going to let it ride," Taylor
said. "It worked out for me
good. Plus, A.J. Rompza
did a good job of finding
me and so did Taylor
Young."
Rompza's connection
with his teammates has
been improving each
game. He totaled a careerhigh 11 assists against SMU
after posting seven against
Marshall on Sunday. He
found Taylor for a couple
of nice dunks in the first
half and it seems as
though their chemistry
continues to get better as
the season progresses.
"The more and more
we play together, I think
the better feel he gets for

the way I want the ball and total more rebounds than
what I am going to do and any player on SMU's roster. Rompza. who is 5-footeverything," Taylor said
The bigger surprise in 9, totaled more rebounds
the game was the produc- - six - than F~, who
tion of Tyler off the bench. had five.
"Because they are so
Tyler shot 3-of-5 for the
game and went 4-of-4 big, that was one thing that
from the free-throw line to [Speraw] talked a lot
go with six offensive about in practice," Taylor
rebounds. Since his knee said. "That we had to box
injury early in the season, · them out, keep them off
Tyler has slowly become the glass, get it into their
one of the best reserves legs and push them back. I
think we did that tonight."
forUCF.
After
letting
the
"He has been very valuable from the beginning, Knights open the game on
and we have tried to get a 17-2 run, the Mustangs
him to step up to the chal- answered back with a 14-7
lenge," Speraw said '½.s he run of their own, cutting
gets healthier and in better their deficit to seven with
shape, I think you can see 5:48 remaining in the half.
it's coming around for him UCF then reeled off a 14-4
a little bit. He has got run to end the half and
tremendous skills and tal- take a 40-23 lead into the
break.
ent, and we need that."
The Knights came out
All week, the .Knights
heard about how tall and strong defensively in the
lanky SMU was, especially second period, holding
7-foot-l center Bamba Fall. SMU to just 10 points in
But the .Knights proved the first 11 minutes to take
just how much size does- a 55-33 lead with 8:47
n't matter as they outre- remaunng. UCF held
bounded the Mustangs SMU to just 12 points the
46-32 and had two players rest of the way.
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ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF freshman guard AJ. Rompza dished out a career-high 11 assists against the Mustangs on Wednesday night.
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30WINGS .
20 WINGS 10 SHRIMP
20 WINGS 5FINGERS
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'IHE: MAGIC THAT IS

'Us and Them/.
The Machine·
Contributing Writer

Not just another crappy
tribute band, Toe Machine
combines lighting, 20
years of experience and an
unfailing love for rock
music to create an authentic Pink Floyd experience.
Toe Future recently had
the opportunity to speak
with Joe Pascarell, lead
guitarist and singer of the
New York-based band. Toe
Machine will be performing live tomorrow night at
the Plaza Theatre.
Central Florida Future:
. How did Toe Machine get
started?
Joe Pascarell: It was
never our intention to get
together to form a band
together to play Pink Floyd
music. We were like, 'let's
form a band and we'll only
play music that we like.'
That was the only criteria
- not to get a gig here or
get a gig there or become
famous but just to play
music that we enjoyed
playing.

>

'!,

Playing Pink Floyd is tnbute's way
CASSIE MORIEN

i,.

':l

'

CFF: What can fans
expect at your concert?

_
Pascarell: They can ~
expect an honest, enthusiastic representation of the
music that they like. We
really love what we do and
it's honest. It's sincere. We ..
really love this music. We
love per.(opning it to people that love ~t too, and '
that's what people like ..
about our bapd

I
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is coming back to our gen-. ·
eration?
Pascarell: We've been •
doing this for over 20
years, and there's always
14-, IS-, 16-, 17-year-old kids coming [to] our shows .•.
Toe kids have the same
look in their face that I had when I was a kid and dis- ~
covered it. I bad an older
brother who took me to
see Pink Floyd when I was ,
like 13 years old
·

. I

CFF: Toe biography on
your Web site mentions •
PLEASE SEE

BAND ON AlO

RAMI ROTLEWla / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Country music star Alan Jackson performs during a sold-out show at the UCF Arena Saturday.

Timeless music excites fans young and old

.,

CHRISTINE HARPER
WWW.THEMACHINEUVE.COM

Variety Editor

'Way down yonder on the Chattahoochee, it gets hotter than a hoochie
choochie," sang Alan Jackson on the
sold-out stage of the UCF Arena. 'We
laid rubber on the Georgia asphalt. We
got a little crazy but we never got
caught.
Toe southern drawl and man of
honky-tonk charmed and tamed the
wild bunch of cowboys and girls to
chanting singa-longs as the
twang
level
reached
its
peak for SaturHere in the Real World
day night.
Don't Rock the Jukebox
Although
A Lot About Livin'
Jackson
wasn't
(And a Little'Bout Love)
the most aniWho I Am
mated of perEverything I Love
formers
on ·
High Mileage
stage,
his
Underthelnfluence
music seemed
When Somebody Loves You
to generate an
Drive
energy of its
What I Do
own, leaving
Like Red on a Rose
behind a sense
Good Time
of excitement
long
after
songs like ''It's
Five O'clock Somewhere," had finished.
After more than 10 years and 50
Itlillion records sold, Jackson, 50, still
connects to his fans and ensures that
they have a "Good Tune," one of two
songs he performed off his latest
album.

DISCOGRAPHY

Fans holding up letters spelling out
"Good Time" sang along and line
danced in perfect unison.
"He writes songs that are pretty
much timeless:' said Melinda Mulvihill, a UCF graduate student. "I can
relate to his music."
After the song was performed, Jackson switched gears, performing some
of his greatest hits that were wellreceived by his fans.
''It was kick ass," Jenny Mulvihill,
sister of Melinda Mulvihill, said after
the show. ''I liked that he played all his
big hits:·
The country music star's notoriety
is only second to the legendary Garth
Brooks, and his music sits firmly at the
top of the country music charts. His
latest single, "Country Boy'' is No. 3 on
Billboard's chart for Hot Country
Songs, and has previously reached No.
L
After a two-minute countdown
leading up to his performance, Jackson
walked out on stage wearing a black
pearl-snap, button-up blouse, his signature cowboy hat and a sly smile.
·~e y'all havin' a good time,
tonight?" he asked the audience.
A series of replies burst uncontrollably from the audience: Yeehaws,
whoo hoos and chants of "great balls
of fire" filled the Arena.
"It sonnds like y'all already havin' a
good time:' Jackson said.
PLEASE SEE

FANS ON A10

New York-based Pink Floyd tribute band The Machine will be performin_, ~ ~
Plaza Theatre on Saturday. The band is known for their use of dramatic lighting.
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The Eagles soar
again in O-Town

:I

ASHLEY CARNIFAX
Staff Writer

After nearly 40 years of
making music together,
classic rock band the
Eagles are flying in to the
Amway Arena on Saturday
night.
Toe Eagles are responsible for five No. I singles
and six No. I albums. After
being broken up for more
than a decade, they reunited in 1994 and were
inducted into the Rocle and
Roll Hall of Fame four
years later.
Toe lineup for the concert varies slightly from
the original band with
Glenn Frey, Don Henley,
Joe Walsh and Timothy B.
Schmit performing this
week. Still. the quality and
type of music remains the
same.
"Most kids probably

WWW.EAGlESBAND.COM

don't know that a lot of
reunion
bands
don't
include all the original
members anymore," said
Kiersten Gehrmann, a
junior psychology major.
According to a press
release, the band will perform several of their songs
from their latest album
Long Road out of Eden,
including "How Long'' and
"Busy Being Fabulous," as
well as some of their classic hits.
PLEASE SEE
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EAGLES ON AlO

NEED AN EXCUSE TO WEAR YOUR SCA F?
JEN GLANTZ
Staff Writer

As winter winds sweep through Orlan-

•
•
•

do, one accessory every girl needs to
stay warm this spring semester is a
scarf.
Whether you wear it around
your neck, your waist or your head,
scarves can be used to keep you
warm and stylish at the same time.
What you will need for these
looks are colorful, thin scarves
and a little creativity.

The necktie
This classic style is
perfect on cold days to
keep the chilly wind
away from your body.

Take the scarf and fold it in halt: forming a loop
at one end Plac~ this around your neck. Next, take
the ends and place it in the loop and pull through.
If you are wearing a top with a lower neckline, feel
free to tuck the loose ends inside the shirt.
This gives the illusion that the shirt and scarf
are attached, making your outfit appear neater.
This style is perfect for dressing up any outfit in
any season and will keep you warm and stylish.

The high-waisted belt

,1

This look can be executed well with jeans and a

simple plain, long T-shirt that should go down
around your pants pockets. To dress this outfit up
a bit, add a high-waisted belt using your scar:t:
Take your scarf and hold it horizontally in front
ofyour body with both hands. Next, wrap it around
your upper waist, bringing the ends toward the
PLEASE SEE
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ONLINE COVERAGE
That's What She Says
by Billie Hartl
Our relationship columnist gets
into bed with the virginity issue.

QuickFli>c
by William Goss
Read our film columnist's reviews
of two flicks coming out this
weekend. He'll make sure you're
''Taken" in and not feeling
"Uninvited"to the movie theaters.

Modem Culture Shock
by Kris Kelly
Cannibalism as a lifestyle? OK,
maybe not. Our pop culture
columnist actually talks about his
Universal waste of time at Islands
of Adventure.

Slumdog Millionaire
Review
by Ricky Ly
Step right up, you're the next
contestant to read the review of
"Slumdog Millionaire;'the Oscarnominated film.

For more on these stories go to

www.UCFNews.com

MOVIETIMES

Courtesy 20th Century Fox

TAKEN (PG-i3)
Bryan Mills, a former government
operative, recently gives up his career
as what he calls, a"preventer;' to be
near his daughter, Kim. His worst
fears are realized when Kim and her
friend Amanda are suddenly
abducted. So begins the longest 96hours of his life - the hunt for the
fearsome organization that has taken
his daughter.
Directed by: Pierre Morel
Starring: Liam Neeson, Famke Janssen,
Maggie Grace, Goran Kostic, Katie Cassidy

Courtesy DreamWorks Pictures

THE UNINVITED (PG-13)
Anna (Emily Browning), returns home
after spending time in the hospital
following the tragic death of her ~ mother. Her recovery suffers a set6ack
when she discovers her father (David
Strathairn) has become engaged to
her mother's former nurse, Rachel
(Elizabeth Banks). Together, Anna and
• her sister (Arielle-Kebbel) try to
convince their father that his current
fiancee is not who she pretends to be.
Directed by: Thomas Guard, Charles Guard
, Starring: Elizabeth Banks, David
Strathaim, Arielle Kebbel, Emily Browning

Band plays all that it feels
FROM A9

your tour uses a lot of
dramatic lighting and
video. Can you elaborate
on what fans can expect
to see in addition to hear
at your show?
Pascarell: I think when
people think Pink Floyd,
they think about the visual aspect of the band.
Maybe to younger people
it doesn't seem like a big
deal bec~use every band
carries some kind of
video and extravagant
lighting, but in the late
'60s and '70s, [it] wasn't
common to bring that
element. And Pink Floyd
was doing multimedia
before I think there was
even that word.
CFF: What is your
favorite song to play?
Pascarell: rd say if
you asked me that question year to year it would
be a different answer.
Right now, I would say
"The Final Cut." That
song really speaks to me
personally. I guess a
more generic answer
and true answer would
also be "I Wish You
Were Here." I love that
song. It's incredible. I
love it every time I play
it. I must have played it
2,000 times.
CFF: Have you ever
had a chance to meet any
of the members of Pink
Floyd?
Pascare1l: No, not as of
yet. They are definitely
aware of us [and] that we
exist and what we do. rve
never met them. rd
rather just jam with them.
I don't need to talk to
them.

#In the last 10 years we've probably
had three or four rehearsals. One of
the advantages of playing a lot is
you really don't have to rehearse."
- JOE PASCARELL
LEAD GUITARIST AND SINGER OF THE MACHINE

CFF: How much do
you practice in the average week?
Pascarell: The band?
Hardly ever. I mean, in
the last 10 years we've
probably had three or
four rehearsals. One of
the advantages of playing
a lot is you really don't
have to rehearse.
CFF: What is your
most embarrassing concert story?
Pascarell: I could
never tell you.

CFF: Who in the band
has the best sense of
style?
Pascarell: That's easy.
Todd [Cohen], the dnunmer. That's real easy.
CFF:
Who's
the
biggest slob?
Pascare1l: Me. Oh wait,
you lmow what? I am taking that back! Scott [ Chasolen], the keyboard player. We could check into a
hotel room. get our own
roonis. I could wait a half
an hour and go to his
room. and it looks like he
put his suitcase in the
middle of the room and
set a bomb off.

CFF: Who is the most
romantic?
Pascarell: (Laughs)
Me. Can't you tell?

CFF: One last question,
all the Wl.Z<Ird of Oz hype,
true or false?
Pascare1l: How the hell
would I know? I think the
human race as a whole is
obsessed with synchronicity. When I was younger,
one of the things me and
my brother used to do is
put the TV on and turn the
volume off, put music on
and get really stoned and
watch it.
You can put any movie
and any music on and you
could find a thousand of
these synchronous things
that happen because I
think the human brain
works that way. It is always
looking for that. I think that
that particular one, it has a
life of its own.

Fans enjoy Alan,
Zac Brown band
FROM A9

Some of his most
notable songs performed
include, "Don't Rock the
Jukebox;' ''Pop a Top" and
"Livin' on Love."
Jacksons performance of
songs like "I Don't Even
Know Your Name" coaxed
several audience members
to get out oftheir seats at one
point. and slower. more nostalgic songs like ''Remember
When" inspired a few couples to slow dance.
Interestingly enough,
Jackson's concert seemed
to attract a variety of different types of fans.
Young cowgirls, wearing cowboy boots and not
too much else, strutted
around the Arena like cows
on cattle call
However, there were
also a large number of older
audience members
presumably fans since the
"Chattahoochie" days that punctured the crowd,
proving that indeed, Jackson's music is timeless.

407•704•Be 11

One of the most surprising performances of the
night went to country newcomers and opening act,
The Zac Brown Band
Toe Zac Brown Band is
probably most notable for
their hit, "Chicken Fried,"
with zany lyrics about the
tasty dish: ''You know I like
my chicken fried/Cold beer
on a Friday night/A pair of
jeans that fit just right."
With his long brown
beard and grey skull cap,
lead singer, Zac Brown,
looked as if he just finished
chopping down logs in the
Appalachian
mountain
range. Fortunately for the
audience, looks can be
deceiving and Brown and
his band delivered an energetic performance of the
band's bluegrassey cover
songs such as "Sweet
Home Alabama."
After a long night of
country hits from country
greats and newcomers
alike. it was safe to say that
the UCF Arena had officially, "Gone Country:•

For some students, the
concert is a once-in-alifetime opportunity to
see the legendary rock
band perform and to
reconnect with their
childhood.
"I grew up listening to
the Eagles," Gehrmann
said. "It was something
that was almost always
playing in my house,
along with Q!.ieen."
The Eagles have been
performing since the
early 70s, so the concert
also provides an opportunity for some students to
bond with their Eaglesloving parents.
"My dad is a huge
Eagles fan," said Alicia
Matteson, a junior biology education major who
is attending the Jacksonville show with her
dad. "So I grew up constantly listening to 'Hotel
California:
My
dad
bought us tickets and
thought that it would be a
good
father-daughter
bonding activity."

Some college students
have discovered the
Eagles music on their
own.
Elise Jim.enez, a sophomore music performance major, said that the
reason older bands are
popular with college students is because of the
fact that classic rock is
the foundation for new
music.
"I think the thing
about really good bands
is that they heard something they liked in older
rock and said, 'how can
that work for us?' "
Jimenez said. "It's not
about copying. It's about
deciding why or why not
you like a certain band
and understanding how
that music moved you.
"Their longevity is
what really makes the
Eagles stand out from
other classic rock bands."
The Eagles will perform live at the Amway
Arena on Saturday night
at 8 p.m. Limited tickets
are still available at TicketsNow.

•
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Eagles fans unite
FROM A9
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Your formal education

is very important, but in the long run
your financial education is what really matters!
WHY? Did you know that of the 95% of college grads who
become employees - less than 5% become millionaires? It's true.
Most college grads spend their lives working very hard in very good jobs
and yet - somehow - stiU go slowly broke. But that doesn't have to be you.

.,

You can LEA.RN to be that rare MILLIONAIRE EMPLOYEE..
We'll show you how to manage your career. your talent, your performance AND your
money so you can spend your fife getting wealthy instead of just getting by.

You didn't leam it at home and you won't leam it in college.
Let US showyou how to make-your first million STARTING TODAY!
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NewinTown
(PG) 12:20 2:55 5:35 8:1510:40

Taken
(PG-13) 12:001:35 2:404:35 5:107:007:50
9:3010:1511:5012:35am

The Uninvited
(PG-13) 12:15 2:50 5:25 8:05 10:25 12:55am

Not just for necks
FROM A9

lnkheart
(PG) 11:30am 2:004:507:30

Underworld: Rise of the Lycans
(R) 11:40am 11:40am 2:104:405:307:059:45

10:45 12:25am

Hotel fur Dogs
(PG) 11:45am 2:35 5:157:4010:10

My Bloody Valentine 3-D
(R) Digital 3D Showtimes

1:50 4:15 7:159:4012:30am

Notorious
(R) 11:35am3:007:109:5512:5oam

• Paul Blart Matt Cop
(PG) 12:051:30 2:304:10 6:55 8:20 9:25
12:2oam

Bride Wars
(PG) 12:35 3:05 5:40 8:10 10:55

The Unborn
(PG-13) 3:30

Defiance

•

(R) 3:40 10:05

Revolutionary Road
(R) 1:45 4:55 7:4510:35

'

The Curious Case of Benjamin Button
(PG-13) 11 :5oam 5:45 9:35

•

YesMan
(PG-13) 10:00 12:45am

The Wrestler
(R) 1:55 4:45 7:55 10:30

Gran Torino
(R) 1:404:25 8:00 10:50

The Reader
(R) 12:30 7:20

Milk
(R) 12:254:207:3510:30

Slumdog Millionaire
(R) 12:104:307:2510:20
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Listings for Friday,Jan. 30

front of your body and
overlapping the scarf.
Finally. tie the loose ends
into a bow or use a safety
pin to keep the scarf
together.
This look is great for
shrinking your waist and
accentuating your upper
body.

The headband
If it gets hot outside
and you have no place to
put a scarf that was keeping you warm. try dressing up your hair with a
scarf headband.
Simply hold both ends
horizontally and place it
on the front section of
your hair. Either wrap the
scarf around once or
twice, or just tie it as you
place it over your hair.
Having the ends drape
on the side or back of the
shirt can help dress up
your outfit as well as
your hair. This look
works best with medium
to long hair lengths aqd is

ideal for making features
on your face pop. Your
lips, eyes and cheekbones will stand out and
shine.

The accessory
Smaller silk scarves
can be used to dress up
your body as well as your
purse.
Fold one of these
oblong scarves into a triangle and place it in your
shirt pocket for an added
spice to your outfit. Did
you forget to buy accessories? Just wrap the thin
scarf around your wrist,
creating a colorful and
bold bracelet. Also, tying
it to the };i.andle of your
purse can add color and
pattern to an everyday
bag.
So when the weather
is making you bundle up
and layer on everything
you own, don't forget
your scarf. This is one
very important accessory
this season that will add
style and warmth to any
outfit.
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555

•

By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Onlin~ phon~ tax,
inperson:
10 am.. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. :- 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

100 •

Funished room with private ball1 avail.
in 413 w,j:xJol nea- UCF. F ony. $600
ird. al utii, housekeeper !rd 00")8

meals. Cal 4U7-468-0545
1 Female Roorrmales N..s Avaiable
ASAP. $475 rdLdes u1iities. Deal
Rd. KelyRoq)@h:ltmai.oom

65rox107.

Big Brai1 Work! Carl)Uler Sciena3,
Math, & Ergi1eemg Mcps Wcned.
PTf l ARJlied Resean:hA$ociates.
Please email cfqobs@ara.oom

~

Male Roorrmate 10 sha'e 212.
Conoo Huller's Reserve-dose to
LCF,v.rod floors,cath.oeifng,roeened pordl,washer,ttyer,flrlished,at:Ae,
i71Elnetardutities
irdLdecl.$8'.lOtno cal 863-604-6016 or 813-763-5517

Barlenders Needed Now

necessary.

321-274-1101

Florida EalerdersAssociaoon/Agency
We pay 1.4) 10 $75 PER ONLINE
SURVEY! www.CashToSperd.oom

125

Masler Bedroom In 211
Downtown Bungalow available.

Rent is $525 plus eJecb1c.
Beautifu houS!e-1-t.ige
backyard. Hardwood floors &
tile throughout Furnished. Must
see to appreciate! Available FebJune 2009. Call Megan @ (407)
894-2751 or email
Megs35@gmall.com

ATTNADPRIMARKETING
MAJORS!
Spring Mlll1<eling ~ p
Available! Rex hours (10-15\veek).
Gn!et expeliet ice! Fast-paced W0l1<

•

environment Must be energetic,
aeatlve, hard,-woridngl
UCF credit available.
Send resune w/ cover leClerto
trtshai@KrqltNewspapers

RAE YOUR BOSS!! Simple
system that requires no selling
or explaining. WOik at home,
ful training & ~ by seff
made millionaires. Call 800-224-

'!HTT. Don'tBelieve...Don'tCal

100 HelpWanted:General
125 HelpWanted:Part-rnne
150 HefpWanted:Full-Time

C
C
C

175 Business Opportunities

B
B
B
A
A
B

200 For Rent: Homes
22S For Rent: Apartments
250 Roommates
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: Homes

For Sale: Automotive

B

For Sale: General
ForSale:Pets

A
A

Services

B
A
B
B
B

325
350
375
400
500
600
700
800
900
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CrestAt Walerbd Lakes! Near
LCF,SCC,408,Walerford Twnclr
12 & 3 Bed From $800tro.
lrrovative Realty 4U7-772-55f:6

1 BIG room i1 AWESOME house
5rm 1D LCFSCC. NEW

YOU" own Slite w/ wal<-ti doset,
private balll. In Gated cxmm. w,j:xJol.
Ft.n & dean roommales. F only. $395
amon. Cal4U7-340-9887
AnAmazing Home, must caD for
al1hegreatdetais. 500tro Util,lnt,CcEle lncuted. 5rri from LCF.
407-409-6206

www.workforstudents.com I

Just Red..ced! $159,900 Owner
klokirg at All.. offers. 3,2 in
Wrdng Qeek Cal Ta,ya,flemax

at 4U7-625-2719
LOT FOR SAlE! Walelfront Lot, 1.5

Acres off Chcpna, Rooo.

Cal 4U7.{371-4800 or386-576-3179

l3eaJtifu 5 bectooms/.3 1/2. ball1s
lookrg b' roommales. Al utiities
rdLded, laLn:ty. Avaictlle
m, IEldately. eai 352-257-9144

Only $22,0001 This rome 1N011t last!
For l..is1il}S~x8904

Room for Rent n ft.mished 4 bd t-ome.
1 mie10 LCF off Uliv. lntanet, at:Ae,
uti. rd. $500tnon. Avai t--OW.
Cal 772~2797

axis Jorn Deere Excavator 50C
+ 5 B..x:kets inc:ILdecl, Perled
Condron, Only $5500, pc1J.reS
at dav44c@g,,ai.oom, oonta::t:
8774484352

Winter Sµrgs, 407~-1729

Femaleb' 4,2 i, Nor1rga1e
$485,mo mdes utiities, cable,

internet, LCF sh.rtlle, great
roommales, washeril:iyer,
ft.mished 4U7-924B813

Female roomate b' 212..5 001Cb
wi1tin waJkirg cistlrre of UCF.
700tno utJl indLded Cal (954)
557-4231 for information.

(407)432-7199.

HAIL TO THE CHIEF
____
___
__
__
..
_
--___
----To help honor these momentious times you can get your own copy
ofthe Central Florida Fuhlre front page and special pull-out, as well as
Obama: The Historic Front Pages and C.Ollector's F.dition Obama Poster
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Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level

4

3

7

suldolku

5

Friday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
Refine ore
Harsh criticism
Bestowal
Animal with a
long snout
15 Dwindle
16 Champing at the
bit
17 Cornea
protectors
19 Conductor Seiji
20 Fancifully
depicted
21 Future MD"s
course
22 Crux
23 Yule wood
24 ''You
There"
25 Assembled
29 Foundation
31 Penetrating
32 Florida
panhandle city
36 Queens stadium
37 Identical
38 _Khayyam
39 Watery branch
of geology
41 Put in office
42 Wear away
43 Australian city
44 In the past
47 Public vehicle
48 Steady as _
goes!
49 Frank
51 Traveler's tote
56 Disturb
57 Ingredients in
dressings
58 Della or Pee
Wee
59 E-rnail period
60 Minor fight
61 On the move
62 Actress Ruby
63 Mm-mm good!
1
6
9
14

SZ 14,16,Lg,Xl..fj
Casual 10 Bus., $1-20, obo

FREE Feb rent and app feel
Large l'OGlffl In 21.2 with prtv bath.
Need female student to S\tiet
Quiet, specious apt with ~
roommale.$620 Includes ALL
utilities and cable (+HBO),
shuttle to UCF. Call Slephanle

8

3,2 Home FORECLOSURE!

MISSES CLOTI-IING -

321-23HJ004.

Located Near Campus
407-679-1700

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

9

Room for rent only 1.5 mies from
<.a'Tlp.lS. Ulities, internet, Tl/,
funiture irdu:led. Female only. Cal
Rebecca at 4U7-701-6331

$500,tmnth Room for rent in a
hr becraom tn.Jse. Al1 Ulities,
at:Ae !rd Internet i-dxled. Close
10 LCF and Walelfad Lakes. Cal

~--

$J3

3

300

Lage ft.mished roomdose 10 l:xJs
ard ~ in Kirgsbrict;ie c¥ea
Female N..s. Utiities ind. $450 per
monlh. Call 4U7-325-11 CX3

everythrg$525toolrd.

,.

Rate(
$}9

First issue:
Each addl issue:

4

8

QUIET Uti rd., furished, c:ableh1et,
W/D, $425-$5254U7-765-3487

~,pc,oLyad &
w.kl WONT LAST! 9t7-400-4920

•

SUBLEASER NEEDED

IMMEDIATB...Y.1/1 i 1 a 4 / 4 ~
in galed CXllTY11lrity. Rent is $520, all
irdusille. lrdvnal lease! Dali @407435-8929 or da1ihamm@gnai.oom

FREE rent! 22 m 10 UCF 5/4, galed
oorrm F ONLY. SAFE, CLEAN,

•

•

RATES

Rm

7

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$3()0 a day polential.No
Experierre Neoessay. Trairirg
Provided.~ 18 + OK 8CJ0.965.

PT/FT No experierce
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A&J l\ibvers wl be in 01arrl:J
area lookrg for a load 1Dwards

Nashvile or SUTClUl:lilg cities on'
Feb. 16th Wil make a great deal!
615-349-5847

DOWN
1 Part of a
procedure
2 Irish county
3 Fencer's s!Uetto
4 Sprightly song
5 New worker
6 Ford Clinic, e.g.
7 Adam's son
8 "Nova" network

© 2009 Tribune Media Services, Inc.

1/80/09

All rlghta reserved.

9 Peach State
1O' Demolish
11 Lizard of the Old
World
12 More up-to-date
13 Exchange
18 Desert Storm
missile
21 Deputized body
23 Tall and lean
25 Col. Potter's
command
26 "_ Breaky
Heart''
27 Hauled into court
28 Extend a look
29 Light tan
30 Yell at
32 Walks
laboriously
33 Harbinger
34 Fancy cloth
35 Aesthetic to a
fault
37 Not sotto voce
40 Satellite, e.g.
41 Driver's license
requirement
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Last issue solved
43
44
45
46
48
50

Cellmate·s knife
lntegra:maker
Gawks
Start
Software bundle
Bandleader
Arnaz

51
52
53
54

Blackthorn
Zany Imogene
Hoity-toityness
Venetian blind
piece
55 Lay eyes on
57 Quaint

Solution and new puzzles innext issue's Classifieds

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough
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Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9100
* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)

Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
w---ww.dciplasma.com

Place Classifieds

ONLINE
in the
<!entral !Jloriba hture

for as low as $5 an issue!

www.KnightN~wspapers.com/classified~,."
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THE ONLY SPOT TO OFFER

Master of Education
The M.Ed. program is designed for classroom teachers who are
committed to strengthening skills in literacy, writing, and teaching
diverse learners. With flexible class schedules, the M.Ed. degree
can be completed in 13 months. Starts Summer 2009.

.LIVE, NON-STOP

'l

ENTERTAINMENT 24/7

')

Master of Arts in Teaching
The M.A.T. program offers graduate education for those with a
desire to become middle or high school teachers in the areas of
mathematics, science or social science. Earn your degree in 13
months. Starts Summer 2009.

'}

,-,

teach & serve
Be a Part of the Solution!

The University of Tampa • Graduate Studies
401 W. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa, FL 33606-1490
Phone (813) 258-7409 • Fax (813) 259-5403
E-mail: utgrad@ut.edu • www.ut.edu/graduate

TAMP A

SYMBOL OF EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE
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